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H.E. NANA ADDO DANKWA AKUFO-ADDO
President of the Republic of Ghana



Life is full of life



DAASEBRE AKUAMOAH AGYAPONG II 
Kwahuhene, President of Kwahu Traditional Council

Welcome

Once again, the famed Ɔkwahu Easter and Paragliding festival is here. I welcome the thousands that are visiting 
our beautiful haven during this period; the many sons and daughters of Ɔkwahu who are returning home to bond 
with friends and family, and our guests who are here to savour and enjoy our age-old hospitality. Akwaaba! 

Over the years, tourism has emerged as a powerful force for progress and development, in order however, to 
deliver its full benefits, this force must be protected and nurtured through deliberate policies by all stakeholders. 

Lately, the climate emergency is threatening many travel destinations and the very survival of communities and 
economies that depend on tourism. 

To curtail this, there is the vital need for green investments to build a tourism sector that delivers for people and 
the planet.

I urge the government, and especially businesses in Kwahu to invest in sustainable and resilient tourism practices; 
private actors here must adopt zero-emission pathways, lower their energy consumption and leverage on renew-
able forms of energy. The Paragliding festival is one such novel event on the Easter calender, which has added 
variety to the already known Easter activities in Kwahu since it’s inception. I urge the organisers to make the flying 
an all year round activity as it pertains elsewhere, and ensure local hands are trained to take up the sport. 

In recent times, there has been justifiable calls by my people, for the government to complete works on the 
Nkawkaw Stadium, which incidentally serves as the landing site for the Paragliders. I am through this medium 
joining the many voices, in urging the government to expedite action on the stadiums’ completion. 

Kwahu is a treasure trove of  mountains, ancient caves,  forests, water bodies etc. I urge revelers to visit as many 
as possible, from the majestic Bruku rock/shrine, source of the Pra river, those beautiful rock formations at Am-
ate, the stone age park at Abetifi, paramountcy at Kwahu Abene and for religious tourists, there is the Ramseyer 
Training Centre at Abetifi, and Kwahu Tafo Catholic grotto. 

Unfortunately, many of these locations are undeveloped due chiefly to the deplorable nature of roads leading to 
those sites. I urge the government and private sector to liaise with Nananom to invest in such areas all in a bid to 
create jobs for our teeming unemployed youth, and add variety to ‘Kwahu Easter’. 

Such targeted investments can deliver jobs and support local businesses and industries, while mitigating the en-
vironmental impacts of tourism, empowering communities, promoting our cultures, and contributing to essential 
social protection systems.

I encourage the many visitors to be decorous, law-abiding and be tolerant of each other during their stay.
Enjoy the warmth of the people, beautiful weather and serenity of Kwahu.

Asaase Aban! 
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HON. ANDREW KOFI EGYAPA MERCER
Minister Designate for Tourism, Arts and Culture
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As Ghana’s first ISO certified hotel in West Africa, Accra city 
hotel guarantees nothing short of excellence. From exceptional 
dining experiences in its recently refurbished restaurant to 

productive times in its modern business conference rooms.
 

The establishment also boasts 196 splendidly furnished guest 
rooms; suites, designed to give guests a perfect restful night. In 
addition to its wellness centre is a tennis court and an open lawn 

area for weddings and other large events.

Barnes Road, West Ridge
GA-107-5500 Accra

info@accracityhotel.com+233 (0)30 263 3863
accracityhotelwww.accracityhotel.com



HON. ASAMOAH BOATENG
Caretaker Minister for Tourism, Arts and Culture
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HON. MARK OKRAKU MANTEY
Deputy Minister for Tourism, Arts and Culture
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HON. SETH KWAME ACHEAMPONG HON. DR. BRYAN ACHEAMPONG
Eastern Regional Minister

MP for Abetifi and
Minister for Food and Agriculture

HON. DAVIES OPOKU ANSAH HON. JOSEPH FRIMPONG
MP, Mpraeso Constituency MP, Nkawkaw Constituency
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Akwasi Agyeman
CEO, Ghana Tourism Authority

Statement

As we all join  in the Kwahu Easter celebrations, it is with great pleasure and pride that the Ghana 
Tourism Authority introduces yet another Kwahu  Easter Guide  to showcase the beauty and vibrancy 
of Kwahu. Take a moment to read and discover the wonders and joys that await you in this remarkable 
corner of Ghana. 

One of the standout accomplishments over the last few years  has been the successful expansion 
and  rehabilitation of the paragliding site, a popular and iconic destination for adventure seekers. 
The upgraded facilities and improved safety measures have not only attracted more thrill-seekers but 
have also elevated the overall experience, making it a must-visit place during Easter . We have seen 
an increasing number of people flying since we completed these works in 2020 with a corresponding 
increase in hotel occupancy rates. 

The influx of visitors during the period not only boosts the local economy but has also enriches 
the cultural exchange and mutual understanding between visiting guests and our community 
stakeholders.

We applaud the effort of our private sector partners notably Rock City Hotel, Abetifi Stone age and 
other investors who have responded to the improving tourism climate to invest and continue to 
innovate to meet the changing landscape. 

We have worked tirelessly to strengthen our relationships with all stakeholders in the area 
especially with the Traditional Council led by Dasabre Akuamoah Agyapong, the MCEs and DCEs, 
 local businesses, tour operators, hoteliers, and community leaders.  By fostering collaboration and 
open communication, we have created a more inclusive and sustainable tourism ecosystem that 
benefits everyone involved.

As we look ahead to the future of tourism in Kwahu, I am confident that we will continue to work
 together  to further elevate the area as a top-tier destination for travellers seeking unforgettable 
experiences and a warm Ghanaian hospitality. We pay tribute to the Kwahu Business community, the 
Kwahu Professional Network and the three MPS, Hon Bryan Acheampong, Hon. Davis  Ansah Opoku 
and Hon. Joseph Frimpong representing Abetifi, Mpraeso and Nkawkaw respectively for their support.

Thank you, and may your Easter celebrations be filled with joy, peace, and lasting memories. 
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Rock City Hotel stands for reliability in hospitality service delivery. Located in the Eastern Region of Ghana, it is

beautifully tucked into the Kwahu – Nkwatia mountains. With continual improvements, updates and smart services

in all of the outlets, The hotel ensures that esteemed guests' expectations are always met. It  strives for excellence and

provides more than just a hotel experience by promising a warm at-home welcome and world class services to

 valued guests.

ABOUT US

rockcityhotelgh.com0553-387-633Kwahu, Nkwatia

Rock City Hotel rock.cityhotel @RockCityHotel @rockcityhotel



HON. ISAAC AGYAPONG
DCE for Kwahu East

Message From

As we joyfully commemorate the 2024 Kwahu Easter and Paragliding Festival, it brings me great pleasure to 
extend my warmest greetings on behalf of His Excellency the President, Chiefs, and the entire populace of the 
Kwahu East District. This celebration not only marks a time of festivity but also serves as a moment of gratitude 
to all those who tirelessly contribute to the advancement of tourism and hospitality within our district.
Kwahu East continues to shine as a beacon of progress in the Eastern region. Since its establishment on 29th 
February 2008, the District Assembly has remained steadfast in its commitment to ushering in comprehensive 
development for our people.

Our district has swiftly evolved into a prominent hub for hospitality and tourism in Ghana, featuring ROCK CITY 
HOTEL, the largest hotel in Ghana and West Africa, along with numerous opportunities for private sector inves-
tors. The District Assembly has fostered an enabling environment for private enterprises to flourish, extending a 
warm invitation to prospective investors to participate in the development of our numerous tourist attractions.

Indeed, Kwahu East District boasts of some of the most captivating natural and cultural wonders that have the 
potential to allure both domestic and international tourists. Our district serves as a convergence of cultural and 
geological marvels, offering visitors a plethora of captivating attractions. From the ancient Bruku Shrine and ma-
jestic Butuase, Oku-Abena and Owrobong Waterfalls in Kwahu Tafo, Bokuruwa and Oworobong respectively to 
the awe-inspiring Gaping Rock in Kotoso, the Bisia Mountain in Bokuruwa, the stone-aged park and the highest 
habitable point in Ghana at Abetifi, Ramsey Route in Abetifi, Nana Ampong Adjei Cave in Abene, and the Echo 
Mountains in Akwasiho, alongside the iconic Kwahu Easter festival promises an unforgettable experience for all 
who visit.

The Kwahu Easter and Paragliding Festival stands out as a highlight among the Kwahu people and tourists alike. 
This annual celebration sees millions flocking to Kwahu, engaging in a myriad of social gatherings and funfair 
activities for four days. The Easter festivities hold immense tourism potential, particularly with the internation-
ally acclaimed Paragliding Festival.

As Maya Angelou once eloquently stated, ‘Each person deserves a day away in which no problems are confront-
ed, no solutions searched for. Each of us needs to withdraw from the cares which will not withdraw from us.’ 

We remain committed to collaborating with the Ghana Tourism Authority, investors, and all key stakeholders to 
diversify and expand the tourism industry, fostering economic development within our district and beyond. This 
aligns with the government’s vision of creating prosperity and equal opportunities for all.

Let us join hands in celebrating the vibrancy of Kwahu East and the boundless potential of our tourism sector.
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The Easter 2024 is upon us and as usual the Kwahu State in general and the Kwahu South Municipal 
Assembly in particular are thrilled to welcome all its global revelers who travel here to celebrate Easter. 

As you are all aware, the Easter festivities brings over 1 million people to the Kwahu State, and a greater 
percentage of  this number would be hovering between Atibie, Mpraeso, Obomeng and Obo. In this 
regard, it is important that, our security architecture is made ready to respond. 

The Ghana Police Service has deployed enough police men and women to help with security during the 
Easter Holidays. Some of these officers would be in uniform, others would be in mufty. I want to use this 
opportunity to appeal to all person who intend to travel to Kwahu for the Easter to strictly adhere to 
safety protocols. As you celebrate Easter 2024 let us remember to stay safe and adhere strictly to safety 
protocols. 

The Assembly continues to be the sole rating authority in the Municipality. As such we encourage all 
businesses to visit the Assembly and acquire the necessary permits before they embark on any business 
activities. A task force would be moving round to monitor and any business or vendor found to have 
violated the law would be handed over to the police for appropriate action to be taken. 

Kwahu South continues to boast of hosting some of the best tourism potentials in the Kwahu State. The 
Odewanoman Paraglding Site, The Hiking Trial, The Ancestral Cave, The Nkofieho Mysitc Cave just to 
mention a few. These sites are open for patrons to explore and take away memorable experiences while 
serving as Ambassadors for the Kwahu State. The bright lights of Obomeng Night life and the fun of pubs 
like Premier and Total 2 offers an unforgettable experience and we encourage patrons to make time for 
such places. 

As the gentle breeze of onset of the rainy season revitalizes the earth and expose the vibrant hues of 
greens that adorn the landscape, we warmly welcome you to a season of renewal and joy. It also offers a 
perfect backdrop for the exploration and discovery of the many tourism potentials that the Kwahu South 
Municipality boasts off. This is a destination where tradition and modernity blend seamlessly and we invite 
you to immerse yourself in the rich tapestry of our culture. Enjoy the picturesque landscapes, historic 
landmarks, and the bustling socio-economic activities. Whether you seek serene moments in our lush 
green gardens, exhilarating adventures in our natural reserves.

Welcome to Kwahu Easter 2024, may your experiences be memorable.

HON. EMMANUEL ATTA OFORI SNR
MCE for Kwahu South

Message From
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Making Quality Medicines for Millions

  Tel: 233 302 666868, 666613, 664758
Website: www.mgpltd.com

MEMBER

GHANA
CLUB 100

‘BUY GHANA’
‘BUILD GHANA’

MAKING 

QUALITY

MEDICINES

FOR MILLIONS !!



HON. YAW OWUSU ADDO
MCE for Kwahu West

Message From

Once again the legendary Okwahu Easter ( Yesu amanehunu)  is here with us. 

For years the festivities surrounding Easter in the Kwahu enclave had become a much awaited 
event for most Ghanaians who saw it as an opportunity to “wind down”  after a year’s hard work.
 
I am aware of the effort being put in place by Nananom and partners to gradually develop, as time 
goes by, a more structured festival to rival some of the world acclaimed carnivals in the Caribbean. 
Where we encourage car owners to park their vehicles downhill at secure parking lots at Nkawkaw 
and hitch bus rides uphill, in addition to the ever  popular paragliding event.

In the coming years more innovations will be incorporated into the festival to make it more com-
memorative and worthwhile for revellers. The idea in the longrun, is to make the Kwahu enclave 
an all year round tourism destination and to monetise the abundant natural and human resources 
that have, as of now, been left untapped.

No worries about where to lodge. Kwahu now boasts of one of the plushest hotels in West Africa, 
Rock City , the latest addition to the other starred hotels on our ridge.

A home away from home awaits you this Easter in Kwahu as you come to celebrate the death and 
resurrection of Jesus, the Christ  with us.

Akwaaba
Located only 8km from the airport, Accra city 

hotel provides the exclusive Ghanaian experience 
from the shuttle ride down to the hotel.

From well spaced modern conference rooms conducive 
for business meetings & conferences to comfortable, 

relaxing rooms that open to breathtaking city views, the 
hotel guarantees nothing short of Ghanaian excellence.

Climax your stay with a taste of their diverse 
local & continental dishes!

the BUSINE SS HAV EN

Barnes Road, West Ridge
GA-107-5500 Accra

info@accracityhotel.com+233 (0)30 263 3863
accracityhotelwww.accracityhotel.com

A true Ghanaian experience
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Located only 8km from the airport, Accra city 
hotel provides the exclusive Ghanaian experience 

from the shuttle ride down to the hotel.

From well spaced modern conference rooms conducive 
for business meetings & conferences to comfortable, 

relaxing rooms that open to breathtaking city views, the 
hotel guarantees nothing short of Ghanaian excellence.

Climax your stay with a taste of their diverse 
local & continental dishes!

the BUSINE SS HAV EN

Barnes Road, West Ridge
GA-107-5500 Accra

info@accracityhotel.com+233 (0)30 263 3863
accracityhotelwww.accracityhotel.com

A true Ghanaian experience
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Oworobong WaterfallsAfram River

Echo Ravine/Padlock Rock

Abetifi Stone Age

Kwahu Aduamaoh Fort

Bruku Rock

Oworobong is a small town 
after Ankoma township also 
in the Kwahu east District. 
The waterfall is a wonderful 
two-level waterfall, misty 
in full flow and half hidden 
below tangled and bird-filled 
trees, which is worth a visit.

Is a special river in Kwahu as 
it serves as the connecting 
gateway between Kwahu 
and the Afram Plains. The 
Afram river was a small river 
that became a vast stream of 
river after the construction 
of the Akosombo dam. The 
beauty of the river is superb 
especially during the raining 
season.

In the forest near Twenedur-
ase just after Obo is a natural 
wall of rock which responds 
to your voice with a marvel-
ous echo. You can actually 
stand on a ledge and call out 
your name and will never for-
get the sound of that calling 
coming back at you. Inside 
the forest is a formation in 
the cliff which the locals call 
Padlock Rock.

The Abetifi StoneAge Park is 
both man made and heritage 
site with a very fascinating 
history. Abetifi stone age 
park is a multi-purpose tour-
ist site and museum which 
depicts the indigenous stone 
age era.

Aduamoah township in the 
Kwahu East District is well 
known for the production of 
tiger nuts in Ghana. It also 
houses the oldest palace 
(fort) in Kwahu which is over 
300 years old. The palace 
is the seat of the Kwahu 
Benkumhene which literally 
means the chief of the 
left wing of the Kwahu 
Traditional set up.

Bruku is located in Kwahu 
-Tafo in the Kwahu East 
District, Bruku as popularly 
called is best viewed from 
the Adawso stretch. The 
“god” bruku is the sacred 
guard watching over the 
entire Kwahu enclave. 
Magnificent as it is, it was 
once believed to be higher 
and visible by sailors on the 
ocean 150 km away.

S I G H T S E E I N G
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Ed Stein - US

Jonathan Quaye - Ghana

Chuck Smith - US

Hagen Muhlich - Germany

Blake Pelton - US

Eduardo Reategui - Peru

Okada Naohisa - Japan

PILOTS

Paragliding is an aviation sport that is enjoyed by hundreds of 
people around the world. It is most popular in Europe where 
there is an estimated 400,000 pilots. chuting.  parachutist 
Pierree In the United States, numbers are considerably less 
but the sports is increasing popularity.

In flight, the pilot remains in a sitting position inside a harness 
hanging below the canopy. Most modern harnesses include a 
reserve parachute which may be deployed in case of emer-
gency. The paraglider is launched from a hillside or towed 
with a winch. It is kept aloft by a ram-air aerofoil canopy. It is 
steered by using vertical riser lines attached to the chute.

In calm air, the average speed over ground of a standard 
paraglider is approximately 30/40km/h. The performance 
of a paraglider is measured by its glide ratio, defined as the 
vertical over horizontal distance it covers.

A paragliding flight may be performed by a single pilot or an 
experienced pilot [instructor] together with a passenger (with 
no prior flying experience) attached to the same canopy. Such 
passenger flights require special equipment (tandem para-
glider). A paraglider flight can last between a few minutes 
and a few hours, depending on weather conditions and the 
skill of the pilot. Paraglider flown by an experienced pilot 
may cover distances of tens and even hundreds of kilometers 
without the use of a motor at any stage of the flight.

The origin of paragliding has roots in the sport of parachut-
ing. In the early 1960s, American parachutist Pierree Lem-
oigne was successful in cutiing slots in the round parachute 
through the canopy. This had a dramatic effect on the lift to 
drag ratio and allowed for the pilot to steer the chute in a 
predictable manner.

Paragliding can be enjoyed by adults of all ages, both men 
and women, as it does not require any particular strength 
or exceptional physical fitness. A basic training enabling 
a person with no previous experience to fly a paraglider 
independently and safely, take approximately 15 days during 
which the theoretical knowledge can be acquired. The train-
ing should be carried out under the supervision of experience 
instructors with the use of suitable and reliable equipment.

In Ghana, Paragliding was initiated by the Ministry of Tour-
ism in April 2005 during the annual Easter Festival in Kwahu 
Atibie. It was organized to coincide with the Easter festivities 
that year on the Odweanoma Mountains, with the exception 
of 2009, the Paragliding Festival has been organized each 
year. As an aviation sport, the event is patronized by both 
local and international tourists during the Easter season. In 
addition, Paragliding has also been adopted as part of the 
tourism calendar of events in Ghana.

GENERAL INFORMATION ON PARAGLIDING
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GHANA TOURISM AUTHORITY
BOARD MEMBERS

Mr. Seth Adjei Baah

Mr. Akwasi Agyeman

Mohammed Abdul-Karim

Ms. Eva Esselba Mends

Mrs. Dentaa Amoateng MBE

Mad. Fati Lilly Soale

Mad. Cecilia Sheitu Nyadia

Mad. Comfort Yamoah

Dr. Jacob Gbati

 Mr. John Yao Agbeko

Mr. Samuel Seth Passah

Board Chair

CEO, GTA

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member
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SOME EVENTS AT

Kwahu ooo Kwahu
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T:+233 (0) 302 750 930
www.tema.alisahotels.comW:
E: tema@alisahotels.com
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SOME EASTER ACTIVITIES IN OTHER REGIONS
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IN RETROSPECT
2023

Adina Conference

Antwified

Black Wine Festival

Detty Rave

GUBA Cruise

New Year AJ

Hair-itage Africa

Polo Beach Likour

Taste of Ghana
Sonnie Badu Rythemz 
of Africa

Rapperholic

GUBA Summit

Journey to the womb Light up the City

Rythmz On A Runway

Zaama Disco

Echoes of Ghana

Christmas
in Jamestown

Afrofuture

Anwamoo Festival

Countdown Africa

Aspaatere

Clean Ghana Beach

First Time Home 
Buyers

Aha y3 d3African Basketball 
Festival

Ankosi In Accra
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1) Rockcity Hotel     - Nkwatia    - 0553387633
2) Tel Van Hotel     - Nkwatia    - 0544187585
3) Freedom Hill Hotel        -  0595975848
4) Nyarkoa ba Nyarko Hotel   - Obo     - 0244028981
5) Modak Royal Hotel    - Pepease    - 0249817519
6) Rojo Hotel      - Nkawkaw    - 0244250593
7) Ecowas Point Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0208232992
8) Akuramma Hotel     - Bepong    - 0240533501
9) Kwof Hotel     - Nkawkaw    - 0244060066
10) Kaam Royal Hotel     - Bepong    - 0244141022
11) Elizabeth Akyaa Place        - 0546197044
12) Toffycare Lodge     - Obo     - 0249279858
13) Akwabees Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0245216359
14) Rico Hotel     - Nkawkaw    - 0241753320
15) Macedonia Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0207280581
16) Asaase Aban hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0244470203
17)Osankwa Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0244136860
18) Real Parker Hotel     - Nkawkaw    - 0246073944
19) Omarah Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0240560255
20) Comfort Memorial Inn Guest House  - Nkawkaw    - 0244082403
21) Front View Guest house   - Nkawkaw    - 0242175225
22) Top way Hotel     - Nkawkaw    - 0245476633
23) Betrams Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0241853515
24) Hotel de ship     - Nkawkaw    - 0342097350
25) Back Pass Guest House   - Nkawkaw    - 0244772135 
26) Katson Hotel     - Nkawkaw    - 0241592164
27) Aknay Guest house    - Kofi Dede Nkawkaw   - 0243423199
28) M.k Awuah Lodge     - Adensua Nkawkaw   - 0272006510
29) Third Planet Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0244680810
30) Safoah Lodge    - Praso     - 0243776243
31) Dubagio City Hotel    - Nkawkaw    - 0244122811
32) Frankus Guest House   - Nkawkaw    - 0542047369
33) Obroni Ba Guest house   - Nkawkaw    - 0279014920
34) Fadjasco Royal Hotel   - Asakraka    - 0244613054
35) Francob Hotel     - Asakraka    - 0205534822
36) D. Kyeremateng Guest House   - Asakraka    - 0244376122
37) Man Podas Royal Hotel   - Tafo     - 0249284164
38) Mt. Sinai Hotel     - Bepong    - 0244702273

SOME SELECTED ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES IN KWAHU
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39) Agnes Royal Hotel    - Tafo     - 0244519126
40) Paddies 247 Pub Guest House  - Tafo     - 0243036262 41) 
Tadiemu Royal Guest House   - Bokuruwaa    - 0249336719
42) Aunty Serwaa Guest House   - Maame krobo   -  0273534897
43) St. Michael Hotel     - Donkorkrom    - 0209019079
44) Eben K Royal Guest House   - Donkorkrom    - 0540999314
45) Omari Serwaa Hotel    - Aduamoah    - 0244843303
46) Asiamah Guest house    - Abetifi    - 0543504146
47) Glisdot Guest House    - Abetifi    - 0244736867
48) Nsaok Guest House     - Abetifi    - 0540767044
49) Krab Guest House    - Nkwatia    - 0244323396
50) Trust in God Hotel Sadasco   - Nkwatia    - 0244834213
51) Loop Hills Hotel    - Nkwatia    - 0208170470
52) House of David Hotel   - Nkwatia    - 0244238372
53) Paradise Hills Garden    - Abetifi    - 0206111111
54) The Top Hotel    - Abetifi    - 0241592164
55) Boblin Hotel     - Abetifi    - 0342030181
56) Onyame Bekyere Hotel   - Bepong    - 0240918711
57) Moonlight Hotel     - Bepong    - 0242269794
58) Maame Minta Motel   - Aduamoah    - 0244840817
59) Ohene Nana Clasic Hotel   - Mpraeso    - 0209690002
60) Rosemma Guest House   - Mpraeso    - 0243634754
61) Wags Hotel      - Obomeng    - 0244043060
62) Obaa’s Golden Plaza Hotel   - Akyem Afosu    - 0207421175
63) Akyem Lodge     - Akyem Afosu    - 0244342397
64) Paniel Court Hotel     - Akyem Afosu    - 0243350285
65) Ubuntu Guest House   - New Abirim    - 0505235153
66) Katson Hotel annex    - Obomeng    - 0545178036
67) Agya Ampadu Guest house    - Obomeng    - 0264688404
68) Awo Gyaa Hotel     - Obomeng    - 0208132071
69) Day&Night Guest House   - Obomeng    - 0277370027
70) Eagle speak Resort    - Twenedurase    - 0277373737
71) Okwahu Royal Hotel    - Obo     - 0543941427
72) Kwadisco Pub & Hotel ltd    - Nkawkaw    - 0242761022
73) Agyei Twum Hotel     - Akoase    - 0243716411
74) Nketsia Lodge     - Akoase 
75) Asante Guest house    - Wisiwisi    - 0245440141
76) Royal Hill Guest house   - Akyem Afosu    - 0546460528
77) Osankwa Hotel Annex    - Abepotia    - 0244136860
78) Ohene Kena Guest house   - Abepotia    - 0209003882
79) Lordy Royal Hotel     - Atibie
80) Koboas Guest house    - Obomeng 
81) Benapps Guest house    - Nkawkaw 
82) Elad Guest house    - Nkawkaw 
83) Asor Royal Hotel     - Nkwatia
84) Obaahemaa Owiredua Royal Castel Guest house- Mpraeso
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SOME SELECTED RESTAURANTS IN KWAHU

TOUR GUIDES IN KWAHU

1) KYIDOM RESTAURANT    - NKAWKAW   - 0208168308
2) KONY’S KITCHEN    - BEPONG   - 0545745172
3) BOATEMAAS PLACE    - OBOMENG   - 0246689669
4) ASTRO RESTAURANT   - NKAWKAW   - 0558538169
5) DE STATE RESTAURANT   - NKAWKAW   - 0570008355
6) CHILL IN LOUNGE    - NKAWKAW   - 0240465843

1) Let’s tour Kwahu     - Obomeng   - 0545748380
2) Tour link      - Mpraeso   - 0541237575

SPONSORS

MEDIA PARTNERS

PARTNER
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West Africa’s Premier Travel Company
Building schools, protecting rainforest, having a sustainable positive impact locally

Our Destinations
Ghana

Togo

Benin

Ivory Coast

Liberia

Sierra Leone

Guinea

Guinea Bissau

Gambia

Senegal

Sao Tome and Principe

Our Services
Tailored itinerary design

All-inclusive tour packages

Multi country tours

Day trips and excursions

Airport transfers

Hotel bookings

Vehicle rental

Cruise ships

MICE

Domestic flights

Award winning, professionally led, locally guided, all-inclusive tours in

Heritage ~ Culture ~ Wildlife Safari ~ Adventure ~ Hiking/Walking ~ Biking ~ History ~ Birding ~ 
Butterfly Watching ~ Photography ~ Educational ~ Volunteering ~ Study Trips ~ Tailored Tours

info@ashantiafricantours.com

www.ashantiafricantours.com

+233 (0) 245289736


